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In today's digitally interconnected world, the proliferation of computational 
mobile devices has brought about a transformative shift in how we interact 
with technology. The advent of Location-Based Services (LBS) represents a 
groundbreaking development in the realm of computer programs. LBS programs 
harness the power of user spatial location information to deliver services tailored 
to the user's specific whereabouts. For instance, think of a mobile app that 
displays a map with nearby restaurants or a GPS navigation system guiding you 
through unfamiliar streets.

However, as convenience and innovation continue to intertwine, so do 
concerns about the privacy of our personal information. The very essence of LBS 
- utilizing your location - poses potential threats to your privacy. Unauthorized 
access to this sensitive information can lead to unwelcome consequences. LBS 
providers typically offer users some control over their privacy, allowing them to 
dictate who can access their location data, particularly in sensitive locations. 
While this approach may seem reassuring, it often falls short in providing robust 
protection. Crafty attackers can pose as trusted entities and exploit vulnerabilities 
to gain access to your location information. Additionally, your whereabouts can 
be inferred from your past movements or a history of places visited, further 
compromising your privacy.

This is where our journey begins. In this meticulously researched and 
expertly crafted book, we delve into the heart of this privacy conundrum. The 
foundation of our exploration lies in a Master's thesis in Informatics from the Libera 
Università di Bolzano/Bozen. Here, the author introduces a LBS middleware, 
underpinned by a novel approach to safeguarding user privacy.

Central to this innovative solution is the concept of user empowerment. 
With this middleware, users have the ability to proactively determine the 
probability of being tracked in a particular location. In essence, you have the 
power to tune the privacy protection mechanism to your precise requirements, 
thus thwarting potential attackers. This approach, when implemented, reshapes 
the landscape of location-based services by ensuring that users can partake in 
the benefits without the nagging fear of their privacy being compromised.

Real-world testing and assessment, complemented by the use of authentic 
data, solidify the effectiveness of this pioneering technique. This book not only 
elucidates the intricacies of the LBS middleware but also provides valuable 
insights into its practical application in real-world scenarios.

In a world where location-based services are omnipresent, this book 
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emerges as a guiding light for those who value their privacy. It offers an 
indispensable roadmap for individuals seeking to harness the convenience and 
functionality of LBS while safeguarding their personal information. Welcome to 
the future of privacy in Location-Based Services - a future where you remain in 
control.
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The arrival of computational mobile devices (like cell phones and laptops) allows 
the development of a new kind of computer program, the Location-Based Services 
(LBS). This kind of program is characterized by the use of user spatial location 
information in order to provide services according to where the user is (e.g. a program 
in a cell phone that shows a map with restaurants near the user). Consequently, 
the availability of this kind of information to third parties can become a threat to the 
user’s privacy, since unauthorized persons can access this information. Usually, 
LBS providers allow users to control their privacy by choosing who will have access 
to the user location when they are in sensitive locations. This approach is not good 
enough, since an attacker can pretend to be a trusted party and then steal this 
information and these locations can be inferred from the user last position or history 
of places visited. In this MSc thesis a LBS middleware with a new approach to this 
problem is presented, where the user is able to choose the probability to be found 
in a given place and then tune the privacy protection mechanism in order to be 
protected from this kind of attack. This middleware, together with real data, allow 
this technique to be tested and assessed in real-world situations. Consequently, 
this LBS middleware and this approach allow an user to utilize a Location-Based 
Service without fearing for his privacy.

KEYWORDS: privacy, LBS, middleware, inference attack
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1Introduction

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

The first computers date to the middle of the last century and by that time they usually 
occupied a enormous area and demanded highly specialized professionals to operate it. In 
contrast, nowadays some computers are small mobile devices that almost 50% of the world 
population carry in their pockets [7]. Mark Weiser define this integration of the computer 
into the everyday life (”everywhere, everytime computing”) as Ubiquitous Computing [37].

One of the main research fields in the Ubiquitous Computing area is the Location-
Based Services (LBS). This area is characterized by the use of geographical information 
about the various entities inside a system, as users and objects, to provide services according 
to the user location. Various works had been published in the LBS area, and despite its 
novelty, some commercial applications were already developed and deployed. But as many 
new technologies, Location-Based services provide bring new facilities together with new 
challenges.

LBS raise the problem of protecting the users privacy, since the users should be 
have their locations tracked in order to provide a service. This situation become a paradox 
by the fact that the availability of the user location is the main need for the execution of a 
LBSs, but the privacy protection main goal is to control this availability!

Some facts helps to increase this problem. One of them is that some locations are 
more sensible them others, needing a dynamic privacy protection according to where the 
user is. Another fact is that some services providers may be attackers trying to break an 
user privacy, posing as service providers in order to get their user location. On top of that, 
even if the user only make his location available in few situations, his other locations can be 
inferred by the places that he had visit in the past, as his last know location. All these facts 
contribute to increase the important of the protection of the privacy of LBS users.

Another problem that interfere with the development of LBS is the complexity created 
with this kind of application. LBS are applications that demands complex services, as 
geographical content providers, and computational infrastructure, as wireless networks and 
multiple servers. Furthermore, these applications demands a high integration between all 
these services and the infrastructure, increasing even more the complexity of this kind of 
project. A middleware is a common strategy to this issue, fully integrating these systems in 
a transparent way.

These and other challenges motivate this work. The middleware developed here 
shall deal with all these requirements, solving these issues and integrating the infrastructure 
in a single and unified way. This will allow the execution of LBS in simple and safe way.
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1.1 OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this work is to propose a LBS middleware with support to 

location privacy protection from inference attacks. In order to accomplish it, first LBS 
applications will be studied in order to get the basic knowledge of this area. Second, the 
privacy protection problem will be studied, so the main guidelines to development of the 
project will be traced. Then, the more technological aspect of the project will be studied, 
the LBS middlewares. These are fundamental steps necessary for the development of this 
work.

Various aspects should be taken in consideration in order to create the solution. 
This is due to the fact that, in order to create a LBS middleware with privacy protection 
from inference attacks, the technological aspects of middlewares, the sociological aspects 
of privacy and the mathematical aspects of inference attacks should be addressed in an 
integrated way. These are aspects that need to be contemplated to create the final solution.

1.2 METHODOLOGY
The methodology employed in the development of this work involve regular studies 

and meetings to discuss the main field of this research, middlewares for LBS with privacy 
protection. First, the study started on the broad area of LBS, where its characteristics were 
gathered and some examples were studied. This was needed in order to get the information 
needed as the basis to start the work. Second, the study focused on privacy protection in 
this type of system, studying the main mechanisms, their advantages and disadvantages. 
This phase allow a fine-grained choice of the privacy protection method, together with the 
constraints and requirements that it impose to the middleware. Next, LBS middlewares were 
studied, with the requirements imposed by this technology and some examples already 
studied. Finally, according to all the information gathered in the previous phases, the 
middleware was designed, stating every module and how they interact in order to execute 
a service. To sum up, an example of an user executing a service in the middleware with his 
privacy being protection was developed as a proof of concept.

1.3 ORGANIZATION
Besides this chapter, this thesis is organized in other five chapters: LocationBased 

Services, Privacy Protection in LBS, LBS Middlewares, A LBS Middleware with Privacy 
Protection from Inference Attacks and Conclusion and Future Work. The chapter 2, Location-
Based Services, is an overview about this topic, presenting the definition, characteristics 
and some examples this kind of system. The chapter 3, Privacy Protection in LBS, focus 
in the privacy issues that LBS systems present, with the problem definition and the main 
methods used. The chapter 4, LBS Middlewares, define a LBS middleware, its requirements 
and present some examples of this type of system. The chapter 5, My Middleware, have a 
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detailed description of the middleware created in this work, with the requirements, detailed 
architecture with every module description, how they interact in order to execute the required 
services and an example of utilization. In the last chapter, Conclusion and Future Works, 
some conclusions are presented based on the results of this work and also some future 
work suggestions.
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LOCATION-BASED SERvICES 

CHAPTER 2

This section present the field of this thesis, defining concepts necessaries for the 
understanding of other concepts further presented. First, the definition of Location-Based 
Services is presented, together with the actors involved in their interactions and how they 
exchange data between them. Second, in order to provide a concrete idea about this kind of 
service, examples of LBS are presented, some real-world applications (and others still being 
developed by the research community). Finally, the necessary characteristics of LBS are 
presented, according to necessary functionalities imposed by the examples later presented.

2.1 DEFINITION OF LOCATION-BASED SERVICES
Generally speaking, Location-Based Services are basically any kind of software that 

use location information about its actors to provide services to its users. Usually these 
services don’t use only the location of an actor to provide a service, but also other related 
information, as nearby places or other information about an actors. An actor can be any entity, 
as a person or a object, which have location information available to a service provider. At 
the same time, a service provider is any computer-based system which use this information 
to perform a task for an user. Even though LBS can be a desktop program, its usually 
implemented as a mobile application, due to the fact that the user location information can 
be used in order to provide services to other users or to himself.

Despite the many years of research in this area, there is no common definition or 
terminology for LBS. In this thesis they are defined, according to [36], as:

LBSs are information services accessible with mobile devices through the mobile 
network and utilizing the ability to make use of the location of the mobile device.

Besides Location-Based Services, many others terms are used to refer to applications 
which use location information, as location-aware services or locationrelated service. In this 
thesis no distinction is done between these terms and all applications are referred as LBS.

Sometimes LBS are considered a subset of other type of application, called Context-
aware Services. [18] define these applications as:

A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or 
services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user task. and context as:

Context is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity. 
An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between 
a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.

Context information is classified by [33] as Primary or Secondary context, if it’s 
acquired using sensors or derived based on other context information, respectively. Primary 
context is further classified in time, identity, activity and location context, and Secondary 
context in Personal, Technical, Social, Physical and Spatial context (derived from location 
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context). Accordingly to these definitions, LBS are a special case of context-aware service 
that use only location and, consequently, spatial context information to provide services to 
its users.

Is important to stress the meaning of the terms position and location used in this 
thesis. In other types of texts they can have the same meaning, but when discussing LBS 
they have two different meanings. Position refers to a point where an object is in reference 
to another object. For example, a cellphone can be 100 meters from an antenna. Location 
have a more informative meaning. Location refers to a point in the space in reference to any 
object. For example, the Free University of Bolzano main building is located in the latitude 
46.49, longitude 11.35 (of course, not exactly). Besides the cases that explicitly affirm that 
they have the same meaning, these are the meaning of these terms.

Another important difference between terms that must be stressed is between weak 
and strong privacy protection. As pointed by [22], this difference is even more important 
when dealing with location privacy protection in sensitive areas. In weak privacy protection, 
the information of an user is available only when he desire. For example, an user may want 
not to his boss to know his location when he is outside of his office. In addition to that, strong 
privacy protection ensures that the information of an user is not inferred from an attacker. 
With strong privacy protection, the same user from the last example may want his location 
not to be guessed by his boss. This is an important difference, especially when choosing the 
privacy protection method implemented in a system.

2.2 LOCATION-BASED SERVICE ACTORS
A LBS system is composed by a supply chain involving many actors performing 

different tasks in cooperation to execute a service. Even though the tasks performed by 
different actors are independent, an entity can have more than one role in the supply chain. 
An example is when a person use a service to find where he is. In this case, the person 
performs the roles of user and target of the location service. The actors focused here are 
only the ones involved in the operational execution of LBSs and non-operational roles, 
as the responsible for the standardization or vendors of the technology involved, are not 
considered. According to [26], the actors are the following:

Target any entity that can have his location tracked, usually in an automatic way, 
using a GPS, for example.

Position Originator actor that track the position fixes of the Targets using a certain 
positioning method. Can be performed by the actor being the Target (e.g. a person using 
a GPS receiver) or the operator of a networkbased positioning system (e.g. a cellphone 
company).

Location Provider manage the position fixes gathered from Position Originators, 
refining and transforming coordinate systems in order to provide high level spatial information 
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to LBS Providers.
LBS Provider the central actor in the LBS supply chain, which combine the spatial 

information received from the Location Provider and geographic information from the 
Content Provider in order to provide LBS to the

User.
Content Provider actor that maintain a Geographic Information System (GIS) with a 

spatial database of geographical content, as maps and routes, and provide this information 
to support the LBS Provider in his service.

LBS User request services to the LBS Provider, usually using a mobile device as a 
cellphone or PDA.

Owing to the fact that each actor perform different tasks and deals with different 
data, in this supply chain they cooperate exchanging different types of information between 
themselves:

Position Fix position of a Target according to a Position Originator, send to the 
Location Provider in order to create Location Data

Location Data location information in an format specified by the LBS Provider, 
together with other information, as target’s identifier and data’s quality. Is supplied by the 
Location Provider to the LBS Provider.

Geographic Information description of a geographic entity (e.g. a street), created 
by the Content Provider to the LBS Provider.

Application Data response of a LBS to the application of an user.
All the actors and the data types exchanged between them can be seen in figure 1, 

from [26].

Figure 1: LBS Supply Chain.

The supply chain interaction start with the gathering of the position of a Target 
in relation to a Position Originator. Then, with this information, this actor can create the 
Position Fix and send it to the Location Provider. Now that the Location Provider know the 
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position of the target according to a Position Originator, it can create the Location Data and 
provide it to the LBS Provider in the format desired by this actor. Meanwhile, the Content 
Provider send some Geographic Information to the LBS Provider, usually related to the 
Location Data. Finally, the LBS Provider can use all this information to perform a service and 
send the output of this service, the Application Data, to the LBS User.

It is important to stress that more them one entity can perform more them one role in 
the LBS supply chain. For example, when an user provide his location information to a LBS 
Provider, the user perform the roles of Target, Position Originator and Location Provider. 
The definition of roles in the LBS supply chain is a flexible way to understand how all the 
entities act when executing a generic LBS.

2.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCATION-BASED SERVICES
LBS can be conceptually categorized according to the kind of functionality it support, 

usually being independent and combined in order to perform a desired service for an 
user. This categorization is extracted according to some commons types of applications 
that can be supported by an LBS system. According to an analysis presented in [32], LBS 
applications can be conceptually characterized by a set of independent characteristics that 
can be combined in order to provide a specific LBS. A service that provide simple LBSs can 
have a subset of these characteristics but an general purpose LBS system should support 
them all. They are the following:

Push / Pull-based applications this characteristic refers to how the interactions 
start in the system. While in a Pull-based LBS the requests are initiated by the LBS User, 
in a Push-based system the infrastructure start the interactions based on the occurrence of 
a specific event.

Direct / Indirect Profile each user have a profile with information about the user 
itself (e.g. privacy preferences) and the current request (e.g. contextual information). This 
profile can be build directly, by asking the users in the subscription phase, or indirectly, from 
third-parties or by the interaction patterns.

Availability of profile information profile information can be available at request 
time, usually in the mobile terminal, or already available in the LBS. The first case have the 
advantages of a higher control over over the user information, but this characteristic do not 
support a selective push model and have higher request payloads.

Interaction Scenarios Since the actors involved in the service requests and 
responses can be either mobile or stationary, there are four cases of interactions scenarios:

Stationary requester and provider: in this case, there is no needof dynamic 
management of location information. Example: a user requesting a map from a personal 
computer.

Mobile requester and stationary provider: since only the location ofthe requester 
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changes, there is need of a dynamic location management only in the requester side. 
Example: a car using an automotive navigation system to get information about a street.

Stationary requester and mobile provider: a scenario similar to thelast one, only 
changing with entities are in the role of the requester and provider. Example: a car automotive 
navigation system service provider requesting information to a mobile terminal.

Mobile requester and provider: in this scenario, the coordinator ofthe LBS can be a 
central provider or a distributed system. Example of the first case: mobile user of a LBSN 
requesting information about another user through a server. Example of the second case: 
clients of an ad-hoc network requesting information about each other.

Source of Location Information location information can come from various 
sources, as provided by the user, by an infrastructure of sensors or by third-parties.

Accuracy of Location Information the quality of the location information demanded 
by the applications can range from meters to kilometers, as well as the location positioning 
infrastructure. These facts can constrain the kind of application that can be deployed in a 
LBS system.

Kind of Information Sources usually LBS do not use only location information in 
their applications, providing static or dynamic information, as related to the locations being 
used or the traffic conditions in a road, respectively.

2.4 EXAMPLES OF LOCATION-BASED SYSTEMS
The examples presented here are real-world application of LBS. They show the new 

opportunities created by this area, the value added by the use of location information in 
mobile services and that, despite the issues involving this kind of service, how useful they 
can become.

2.4.1 Navigation Systems
A straight forward application of LBS are the map-related systems and a popular 

example is Tom-tom [10], an automotive navigation system developed by the Dutch company 
Tomtom NV. The Tomtom is a series of products that are basically mobile devices (called 
Units) with a touch screen interface and a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver. The 
interface shows a bird’s-eye view of the road or a direct-overhead map, with functionalities 
to display the directions to a desired place or information regarding the places, as weather 
updates and traffic alerts. The GPS receiver provide the location data necessary to show in 
the map the places in which the user need information, as roads and cities. This application 
of great popularity is an example of how LBS can create worldwide business opportunities.
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2.4.2 Location-Based Social Networks
The widespread of Internet access to common users allow the appearance of Social 

Network services, on-line communities where people can share common interests. In the 
same way, the adoption of mobile devices by the same type of users create a subtype of 
Social Networks, the Location-Based Social Network (LBSN). Likewise the first, LBSN allow 
the users to get in contact with other users, share media and interact using programs, as 
well as perform tasks using the location information of themselves or other users. They can 
locate friends, share photos embedded with location information or find nearby people with 
the same interests that he have.

A example of LBSN is Loopt [8]. Its described as:
Loopt shows users where friends are located and what they are doing via detailed, 

interactive maps on their mobile phones. Loopt helps friends connect on the fly and navigate 
their social lives by orienting them to people, places and events. Users can also share 
location updates, geo-tagged photos and comments with friends in their mobile address 
book or on on-line social networks, communities and blogs. Loopt was designed with user 
privacy at its core and offers a variety of effective and intuitive privacy controls.

Its basically allows users to connect to friend through their mobile phones, give 
suggestions and share information about places, and explore content created by other 
users. An example of use of Loopt, from [35], can be seen in the figure 2.

2.4.3 Emergency Services
Sometimes victims of accidents or disasters don’t know where they are or are unable 

to transmit this information to rescue teams, in case in which the victim is lost or unconscious. 
Emergency services is a type of LBS application where is necessary to discover the location 
of a victim and execute services that need this kind of information. A good example of 
organization which provide this kind of service is the COSPAS-SARSAT [3] (COSPAS is an 
acronym for the Russian words ”Cosmicheskaya Sistyema Poiska Avariynich Sudov” which 
mean ”Space System for the Search of Vessels in Distress” and SARSAT is an acronym for 
Search and Rescue Satellite-Aided Tracking):

an international, humanitarian satellite-based search and rescue system that has 
helped save over 20,000 lives worldwide since its inception in 1982 (total as of June 2005).

It is supported by various countries, including Canada, France, Russia and United 
States, and works 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, for free to the beacon operators. In the 
case of a emergency (figure 3, from [3]), emergency beacons are activated, which transmit 
signals through satellites and ground stations until a rescue center receive the necessary 
information. At the end, the rescues teams can perform the necessary tasks to help the 
victims, supported by the available information gathered using the system.
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Figure 2: Loopt - a Location-Based Social Network.
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PRIvACY PROTECTION IN LBS 

CHAPTER 3

This section present the main subject of this thesis, the privacy protection in Location-
Based Services. First we define the general privacy concept and them focus on the definition 
in LBS. Next, some commentaries are done regarding the characteristics of LBS and how 
they influence the privacy protection in these systems. Finally, the main privacy protection 
mechanism are presented, with their problems and advantages.

3.1 PRIVACY DEFINITION
Privacy is such a common and ubiquitous concept in daily lives that seens not to 

have a single definition, depending on the context and in which historical moment it is used. 
The concept started to appear in the societies with distinction between public and private 
domains, as in the ancient Greece and China, where it started to became a important social 
concept. In the 14 century, start to appear the first concepts of modern privacy with the 
Justices of the Peace Act, where voyeurs and eavesdroppers were arrested, and these 
concepts where evolving with the development of new technologies, as photographic 
cameras and telephones. In the later years, with the evolution of computational and 
communication devices, the issue of electronic privacy start to grow in atten-tion and 
modern laws dealing with this issue started to appear, as the Directive 95/46/ec [19] in the 
European Union.

Figure 3: COSPA-SARSAT System Overview.
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In our actual society, the definition of privacy, by [12], more often accepted and cited 
is:

Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups and institutions to determine for themselves, 
when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others.

The definition also state four characteristics needed in order to have privacy:
Anonymity: interact with others entities without being identifiable.
Solitude: be able to be alone, without intrusions, interruptions and observations.
Intimacy: decide the context (with who, when and how much) that theinteraction will 

occur.
Reserve: decide when to make available an information.
When applying this definition in LBS, the privacy concept is defined by [15] as:
The ability to prevent other parties from learning one’s current and past location.
This definition lacks on state that, according to the definition made by [12], privacy 

is not only the ability to prevent access to a location information (since an entity can allow 
other entities to access this information), but to control this access. In addition, since an 
user future location can be inferred with the past locations, it’s also necessary to stress, 
adding meaning to the definition, that privacy in LBS deals not only with the control of the 
access of past and current locations, but also of future locations. Consequently, the new 
definition become

Privacy in Location-Based Services is the ability of entities to determine by themselves 
who in what context will have access to their past, present and future locations.

Besides the definition, the four characteristics are also adapted to LBS:
Anonymity in LBS: use LBS using a pseudonym, without providing thetrue identity.
Solitude in LBS: be able to control the interactions with a service bysubscribing and 

unsubscribing from it.
Intimacy in LBS: the user should control for who and in which situationhis location 

can be available to others users. It’s important to stress that this control should be available 
not only to direct requisition of location information by actors, but also to third-parties that 
can have access to it. This is specially important in the case of an inference attack, where 
non-authorized third-parties try to guess and access the user location.

Reserve in LBS: each position send to other actors should be explicitlyauthorized.

3.2 PRIVACY PROTECTION IN LOCATION-BASED SERVICES
Even though LBS can provide innovative services with useful functionalities to its 

users, the possibility to loose their privacy can make users avoid these services. The advent 
of digital fraud made the IT services acceptance be limited to the quality of the security and 
privacy mechanisms provided by the service, specially in the case of important data. Given 
the sensitive nature of location and the other informations can be associated to it, a solid 
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privacy protection mechanism can encourage users to adopt LBS in their daily lives.
Moreover, compared with other IT services, LBS have some characteristics which 

make privacy protection even more challenging. First is the fact that, together with other 
information as address and age, location belongs to a category of high-level information that 
usually users will to be kept private. This information can be used to create evidences of 
delicate life styles, as when belonging to political or religious groups. Second, as showed in 
the section 2.2, in order to perform a service, the location of an user should be transferred 
through various actors, usually in a transparently way. This increase the risk of misuse of the 
information by the actors or the user be not aware of who can access his data. Finally, the 
fact that a LBS can automatically track the user during his everyday activities, even when he 
is not aware that is using the service, can break the privacy in a 24/365 manner.

Moreover, as noticed by [26], location privacy protection in LBS is a dilemma. The 
sharing of location information by different actors is a key factor to enable LBSs, whereas 
location privacy protection is the allowance or denial of this sharing, depend of the case. In 
some cases, the continuous tracking of location is mandatory for the operation of a service. 
Cellphone companies, for example, should keep track of their users in order to create the 
connections necessary for the phone calls. The point is to protect the users privacy and, at 
the same time, allow the service to operate.

3.3 PRIVACY PROTECTION MECHANISMS
Given the functionalities that LBS provide to its users and the possible threats that 

can happen to their privacy, a lot of research has been performed in privacy protection 
mechanisms in this area. This section present the main methods, with their approaches 
and problems, but since this is a important issue further research is still need to investigate 
them.

3.3.1 Privacy Policies
Privacy preferences cannot be created according only to a location sensitivity 

level or the service being invoked, but they are mainly influenced by personal ideas and 
inclinations. This allows the LBS to publish his constraints that are used by the client device 
to check whatever the user should subscribe to the server or not. Privacy policies are a 
way to specify the rules of release of the location information of an user according to his 
preferences. According to [31]:

Privacy policy is an assertion that a certain amount of information (identity or identifier 
plus location) may be released to a certain entity (or group of entities) under a certain set 
of constraints

Examples are:

• My boss is allowed to get my location, while I’m inside of my office building.
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• My friends are only allowed to get my location after I explicitly allow.

• Colleagues can get my location, but with an accuracy of 10 km2.

There are numerous types of constraints of a privacy policy and they can vary 
according to the characteristics of a LBS. For example, in a LBSN is desirable for an user to 
be able to choose the other users that can have access to his location, while in an location-
based emergency service the user may allow his location to be available only in case of 
emergencies, no matter who will access his location. The constraints should be chosen 
according to the characteristics of the LBS. According to [28], the possible constraints can 
be:

• Actors involved: set of actors involved in the execution of a LBS. Example of 
actors can the other users or LBS providers.

• User confirmation: while is desirable to the LBS to work in a transparent way, 
without prompting the user too many times, the user can be notified and asked 
for confirmation if this location can be available to some services.

• User data and context: some data from the user, together with contextual infor-
mation, can be used to constrain the release of location information.

• External services: third-party validation services can be used in order to validate 
if a location can be send to a LBS.

• Statement: a policy statement can be created to validate each type of request 
from each LBS, providing fine-grained privacy protection.

• Limit time: the user can constrain his location to be available depending of the 
time (e.g. during working hours)

• Limit location: similar to the constraint, but the user can restrict his location to be 
available depending where he is.

• Quality of service/accuracy: the user can limit the accuracy of his location avai-
lable to a given LBS.

• Anonymity: services which don’t need identity information from the user can be 
used in an anonymous way, by using pseudonyms.

Even though privacy policies are used in many LBS architectures (CITE!), they have 
some restrictions and drawbacks that should be considered. In order to be used in a proper 
way, the privacy policies should be machine readable, allowing the creation of automatic 
validators for the policies. Besides that, the software architecture should have mechanisms 
to ensure that the services are dealing with the data in the way that they specify in their 
policies. [16] present one of these mechanisms, that is keep a log with all the requests being 
made in the architecture, basically recording who got access to what in which situation. This 
is due to the fact that privacy policies are based on trust. The user trust that the LBS will 
follow his privacy policy and treat his data according to his constraints. According to this 
fact, is desirable that other mechanism of privacy protection should be used at the same 
time with privacy policies.
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3.3.2 Identifier Abstraction
In this method, in order to protect the target true identity, the identifier of a target is 

changed to a pseudonym, in a permanent or temporary basis. For this reason, this method 
is not suitable for services that need the user identification, as name or other identification 
information. In the first way, the user subscribe to a service and them receive a pseudonym 
that will be valid until he unsubscribe. While this method have the benefit that the user 
remain identifiable for different LBS during various sessions, it also have the disadvantage 
that the location can be inferred if an attacker have some background information about the 
target. Therefore, it provides weak privacy protection.

Do deal with this drawback, pseudonyms can be temporarily assigned to a user. 
In this way, the user subscribe to a service and them receive a pseudonym that will be 
changed from time to time. This method don’t have the advantage of the later way, where 
an user just need to receive his pseudonym once, but this fact make it harder to suffer from 
inference attacks. Nevertheless, if the spatial or temporal resolution of the location is high, 
an attacker can still break an user privacy linking old and new pseudonyms. This can be 
avoided by the method proposed by [15], the Mix Zones.

In the Mix Zones method, the locations are classified in application or mix zones. 
Application zones are places where the location of an user can be available to requesters, 
and mix zones are places where, each time an user enters, his pseudonym will be changed 
with others users in the same mix zone. This decreases the possibility to link the pseudonym 
of users before and after they pass through a mix zone, providing strong privacy protection.

Even though the Mix Zones method try solve the problem of linking pseudonyms, this 
problem can still arise if the mix zones are not carefully dimensioned. If they are too small, 
they may have few users (or even only the actual user), increasing the probability of linking 
old and new pseudonyms. If they are too large, they can have the accuracy lower them the 
demanded by the LBS, becoming impossible to provide the service in a proper way.

3.3.3 Disclosure-Control Algorithms
Disclosure-Control algorithms are basically methods to suppress location updates 

when the user is in a sensitive area. This kind of algorithms is specially important in 
continuous location-tracking applications, since the user can be willing to be located in 
any area, but not in sensitive ones. A good characteristic of this kind of algorithm is that it 
provides a strong privacy protection, since they can deny an attacker to infer where the user 
is based on past or further locations updates. [22] present three algorithms: Base, Bounded-
rate and K-area.

The Base algorithm is the simplest and basically releases only location updates in 
areas classified non-sensitive. For each location update, the algorithm check if the actual 
location is inside of a sensitive area and only send the location to the requester in negative 
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case.
The Bounded-Rate algorithms is similar to the Base algorithm, with the addition that 

is ensures that location updates are not sent with a frequency higher than a predefined 
threshold. This lower the amount of location information released in non-sensitive areas, 
becoming more difficult to an attacker to infer the position of an user in a sensitive area.

Finally, the K-area algorithm, as the Base, allow location updates only in non-sensitive 
areas and, in addition, location updates are allowed only when they do not inform which of at 
least k distinct sensitive areas the user passed. A distinct sensitive area is an sensitive area 
that can be reached from at least one non-sensitive area and from which no other sensitive 
area can be reached without passing through a non-sensitive area. This avoid a location 
update to inform which of the k sensitive areas the user pass through.

In [22] is presented the evaluation of the algorithms in a simulation of a city composed 
by buildings and streets (sensitive and non-sensitive, respectively). The Bounded-Rate 
algorithms was configured with location updates of one, five and fifteen minutes intervals, and 
the K-area was configured with four and twelve houses. The Base algorithm and Bounded-
Rate with one minute of interval offered almost no protection. The Bounded-rate configured 
with five and fifteen minutes offered between 20 and 45 % of protection, but at the same 
time, blocked between 50 and 75 % of location updates. This high percentage of location 
updates blockage can constrain the LBS used with this mechanism. Even though the K-area 
present protection rate of 60 to 80 % with location updates blockage of less than 15 %, it still 
dependent of how the the areas are partitioned. Also, it delays the location-updates when in 
sensitive areas, making impossible to use the LBS in this situation. On top of that is the fact 
that the algorithm don’t take into consideration the landscape characteristics.

The study took into consideration that
From an adversary’s perspective, a user is equally likely to enter in each building.
This fact is a major disadvantage if an attacker is aware of the landscape 

characteristics.

3.3.4 Information Content Abstraction
A way to protect privacy in LBS is through abstracting the information resolution, in 

the space or time dimension, in such a way that it becomes indistinct from from other users 
in the same area. This is the basic logic of the K-anonimity algorithm, proposed by [23]. In 
this algorithm, the location of an user is not given in exact coordinates, but by presenting 
an area (called cloak) and the timestamps in which the target was there. At the same time, 
at least k users should be in the same area within the same timestamps. This allows the 
user to specify the minimum value of k (called kmin) that will constrain the probability of his 
location to be inferred. As larger the number k is, as more anonymous an user will be, and 
will be harder to differentiate the location of one user to another in the same area.
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The drawbacks of this approach are related to the trust relation with the location 
provider, the location accuracy demanded by the LBS. First, since is necessary to know the 
location of nearby users in order to calculate the cloak, the user should send his exactly 
location to the location provider, that will gather the location of other users and define the 
cloak area. This demands a trust relationship between the user and the location provider. 
Second, this contradict with the efforts to create high-accuracy location methods, since 
this method decrease the location accuracy. This problem can increase in areas with low 
population density, since it demand that k-1 users to be in the same area of the cloak. 
Finally, this approach don’t take in consideration that some areas have a more sensitive 
nature them others, depending on the users perspectives.

3.3.5 Landscape-aware Methods
The Landscape-aware method is a special type of Information Content Abstraction, 

where the location information is abstracted taking in consideration the constraints and 
characteristics imposed by the landscape where the user is. The fact that, as pointed by 
[20] and [13], a landscape where the user is located can be not neutral and increase the 
probability that the user is located in some specific parts (as by barriers that can constrain 
the user movement or places where is more common to the user to be found), can be used 
by an attacker in order to infer where the user is. Another fact is that, even in landscapes 
where the user have a uniform location probability, some places can be more or less 
sensitive, regarding the user privacy. (All these facts should be taken in consideration when 
creating a method for protecting the location-privacy of an user.) Despite the other methods 
that don’t take this information in consideration, the method presented by [20] use this fact 
to create a enhanced location privacy protection method.

This method have a Game-theoretical view of abstracting the location (called 
cloaking), where the actors (referred as Alice, Bob and Charlie) have a rational behaviour 
but different objectives. The first actor, Alice, have a tracking device that sends her 
location to Bob, in which she trust. Bob perform the location estimation of Alice, obfuscate 
the location and send it to the LBS provider Charlie, which could try to de-obsfucate the 
location, performing a inference attack. The work of [20] model and solve this problem as a 
two-player, zerosum, matrix game, finding the equilibria in which the user Alice can adjust 
her clock in a way to minimize the possibilities of an attacker (Charlie in this case) to infer 
her location, according to the sensibility of the place where she is. This allow the user to 
have strong location-privacy protection tailored to the characteristics of the landscape and 
the sensibility of the locations where they want to be protected.
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LBS MIDDLEWARES 

CHAPTER 4

This section present a study on LBS middlewares. First, this kind of system is defined 
comparing it to “regular” middlewares. Second, the necessary requirements for LBS are 
presented and how they can influence the design of a LBS middleware. Finally, examples of 
middlewares are presented, together with their characteristics and main ideas.

4.1 DEFINITION OF LOCATION BASED MIDDLEWARES
A middleware is a distributed computer software that connects components and 

applications using standardized APIs, protocols and infrastructure services. It provides 
interoperability and support an easier and faster development of distributed applications, 
since programmers do not have to deal with the complex problems of distributed systems, 
as remote methods invocation.

A LBS middleware have the same characteristics as the regular middlewares, but 
additionally extend its capabilities in order to support LBS applications. It should spread over 
the entire LBS supply chain, incorporating the different infrastructures and protocols used 
by all the actors and hiding the heterogeneity from the LBS applications. A LBS middleware 
also have to deals with management aspects, as control over the quality of location data, 
protection of users privacy and accounting of the services usage. Any project of LBS 
middleware should deal with these terms. Owing to that, a LBS middleware project can 
reuse a regular middleware and extend it with functionalities to support LBS applications.

In [26] a conceptual view of a middleware project is presented. This conceptual view 
helps to understand the various components, and the functions belonging to each one, that a 
middleware architecture should have. As show in the picture 4, the middleware is organized 
in layers, between the LBS client applications in one side and the positioning methods and 
geographic content in the other. Firstly, the applications are the softwares (usually running 
on mobile devices) that uses the functionalities supported by the middleware in order to 
perform some service to its users. Secondly, there are three components in the middleware: 
Core Services, Management Services and Location Services. The Core Services have the 
main functions for processing location information, as navigation, geocoding and point-of-
interest search. The Management Services support and control the execution of the client 
applications and Core Services, mapping their needs onto other sub-services. Finally, the 
Location Services component uses protocols as WAP and Parlay to provide location for the 
other components. Since this model is just a conceptual model it doesn’t provide a concrete 
specification, just an overview of a LBS middleware
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4.2 LBS MIDDLEWARE REQUIREMENTS
LBS middlewares inherity the requirements of regular middlewares and also should 

deal with the characteristics of LBS applications ,presented in the section 2.3. Consequently, 
the number of requirements imposed on LBS middlewares is high, specially if the middleware 
is designed to support a wide range of LBS

Figure 4: LBS middleware conceptual model

applications. If a middleware have a small set of desired LBS applications, some of 
these requirements can be avoided (e.g. a middleware that uses only one location-discovery 
method). According to a study present in [17] and [24], LBS middlewares should support the 
following requirements:

• Disconnected operations: due to the fact that the quality and availability of ne-
twork connections can vary through time.

• Mobility awareness: a basic requirement inherent from the LBS characteristics, 
i.e., the dynamic location of the targets.

• Changes in the network topology: the network configuration can change while 
users move or change their devices, varying from a stable wired connection to 
very dynamic ad-hoc networks.

• High number of LBS users and providers, with constant profiles updates and 
performing operations in parallel: the high numbers of subscribers and service 
providers should not decrease the quality of the available services, and their 
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requests should execute concurrently.

• Manage content in diverse formats: the data used by users and service pro-
viders can be modelled from simple ASCII data to data organized in complex 
semantic ways.

• Heterogeneous notification channels: the channels used to notify users can ran-
ge from simple instant messages to complex SOAP messages

• Approximate subscriptions and events: this increase the flexibility of the system, 
with a expressive subscription language with support to approximate data re-
quests (i.e. fire events using approximate location)

• High availability: the communication between the nodes in the architecture (i.e. 
users and services) can fail in some cases, so the architecture should guarantee 
the delivery of messages, if this is possible.

• Accounting functions: an accounting mechanism should be used to manage the 
users and services, being necessary for charging and control over the architec-
ture resources.

• Security functions: perform authentication of users and service providers, and 
secure distribution of content.

• Privacy for users: select the service providers which can have access to his 
locations, together with the granularity of these informations.

• Limitations of mobile devices: despite the fast evolution of mobile devices, the 
functionalities provided by the middleware should take into consideration the 
limitations of this kind of device, as low processing and battery power.

Accordingly to this list, the requirements not only regards the middleware architecture 
itself, but also the chosen communication technology, mobile devices and types of LBS 
applications. Since these characteristics can change a lot, also the requirements importance 
will vary according to the functionalities desired to be performed by the system.

4.3 EXAMPLES OF LBS MIDDLEWARES
This section presents some developed LBS middlewares as well as some research 

projects being developed in this area. Despite the many years of research in this area, there 
are few LBS middlewares available in the market, and the majority of them are focused 
in specific services. Other projects are not focused in the implementation of this kind of 
technology, but in creating standards to allow the interoperability between LBS middlewares. 
All this is show in the following.

4.3.1 Open LBS Middleware Platform
The Open LBS Middleware Platform (OLMP) [25] was proposed by the Telematics 

& USN Research Division as an architecture to guarantee interoperability and real-time 
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processing. These requirements were focused specially in the supporting of different mobile 
clients and the processing of large moving objects, respectively. The architecture is formed 
by three sub-systems: a set of Open LBS Components, a Mobile Gateway and a Main 
Memory DBMS. As a proof of concept, it was implemented as a prototype and experimented 
in South Korea.

The Open LBS Components sub-system use Web Services to allow applications to 
communicate between themselves, guaranteeing the interoperability and the combination of 
their functionalities independent of the platform being used. This also allow the sub-systems 
to be deployed in different servers, decreasing the problem of server overloading. The sub-
systems are the travel advisory, routing, presentation, location utility, directory, tracking and 
positioning component. They are not explained in details, since their name self-explain their 
functionalities.

The mobile gateway is a XML parser for the data exchanged between the servers and 
the mobile devices. This is necessary owing to the fact that some mobile devices doesn’t 
have the capability to interpreter XML data. This is performed in the following way: first the 
protocol used is analysed and the request is classified according to each service type. Next, 
the server interprets the request type and transform it into XML request data. Finally, this 
data is send to a proxy according to the desired Open LBS Component sub-system (e.g. 
Travel Advisory proxy) and the service is performed.

The Main Memory DBMS is used to manage all the data necessary by the other 
components, as GIS data. The choice of using a Main Memory DBMS is due to the fact 
that traditional databases systems have two major problems in managing moving objects: 
the disability to cope with high-update operations of moving objects and they don’t support 
moving objects natively. Using this kind of database system, the platform allow developers 
to deal with this kind of information through the native functionalities supported.

4.3.2 LBS based on Java
One of the main challenges faced by LBS developers is the fact that their application 

should run in a great variety of mobile devices, with a wide spectrum of hardware and 
software configurations. Due to this fact, developing the software in Java is a natural choice 
of strategy to deal with this challenge. This technology allow the software to be written 
once and deployed in various devices. In addition, the use of Web Services make the 
communication easier between computers in different networks. This is the strategy used 
and presented by [38].

Compared to the LBS supply chain seen in 2.2, the architecture uses a restricted 
version of if. The mobile device sends its location information to the server in which reply 
with information about nearby places. The clients and servers are organized in a three-
tier architecture: the first tier is composed by the software running in the mobile device, 
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as a positioning and browser agent; in the second tier run the Web Services necessary to 
communicate with the mobile devices and the services necessary by the LBS, as mapping 
and routing; in the third tier is the database side, mainly managing spatial data, as maps and 
information related to places.

The architecture procedure to invoke a service is similar to the one adopted by 
OMLP, previously described. The user communicate with the architecture using a mobile 
device through a Web Service using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), indicating his 
actual position acquired by a GPS receiver. The server identifies the service being invoked 
and acts it forwarding the user location to this service. The service queries the database 
according to the needs of the service and use this information to perform the desired action. 
The result is them forwarded to the mobile device that displays the information to the user.

The results indicate that the technology chosen (software development with Java 
and communication through Web Services) have various advantages. The Java 2 Micro 
Edition (J2ME) is supported by various devices, providing portability and a very useful 
Application Programming Interface (API) to develop the softwares. A special feature of this 
language is the support for location gathering and related information, as Point of Interest 
(POI) classes. Java on the server side (J2EE) also provide the necessary portability and 
API, also supporting other technology, as Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) to separate the 
platform’s logic. In addition, Web Services provides communication in a transparent and 
interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network.
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A LBS MIDDLEWARE WITH PRIvACY PROTECTION FROM 
INFERENCE ATTACKS

CHAPTER 5

This section present the main result of this work, a LBS middleware with privacy 
protection from inference attacks. First, is present the requirements necessary by regular 
LBS middleware (discussed in details in the section 4.2) together with the peculiar 
requirements imposed by the protection from inference attacks. In addition, is present also 
the characteristics of this LBS as well as the reasons for these characteristics. Second, the 
architecture of the LBS is present, its modules and how they interact, with special attention 
to the module responsible for the privacy protection mechanism. Finally, is presented an 
example of the architecture in operation in a real world scenario, showing how it succeeds 
to protect the privacy of its users.

5.1 MIDDLEWARE REQUIREMENTS
As mentioned in the section 4.2, the requirements of a LBS middleware can change 

in importance according to the functionalities provided by the middleware. Since the 
middleware developed in this work intend to be as much general as possible, and at the 
same time provide protection from inference attacks to the location privacy of its users, 
the requirements will be linked to specific parts of the architecture, as the modules and the 
communication technology used between them. Also, not all the modules will be described 
in details, only the ones necessary to allow the execution of LBS.

To begin with, to support disconnected operations the communication between the 
users, service providers and architecture is performed in a asynchronous manner using 
Web Services. The service requests done with the users subscriptions to the platform will 
not lock the execution of others tasks in the users devices. In the same way, the service 
providers will receive the service requests. The only peers involved in the system that 
should always be on-line are the modules of the architecture itself, since they provide its 
basic functionalities.

The asynchronous Web Services also solve the problem of high availability of the 
architecture. The asynchronous messages exchanged by the platform, its users and services 
guarantees that they are interchanged when the nodes are available for communication. In 
addition, the platform being composed by several modules communicating through Web 
Services allow them to run on different computers at the same time. This characteristic 
make it easier the high availability to be implemented.

The adoption of Web Services technologies also fulfil the requirements of support 
changes in the network topology as well as the problem of heterogeneous notification 
channels. Since this technology abstract the lower levels in the protocol stack, any kind 
of network topology can be used, as long as the current topology supports Web Services. 
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Consequently, the changes in the network configuration will be transparent to the users 
and service providers. This is a minor problems owing to the fact that Web Services use 
technologies that became standards with the widespread of the Internet. In the same way, 
any type of notification channel can be used as long as it can be send through Web Services. 
This characteristic decrease the complexity of the architecture but make some notifications 
channels, like SMS messages, harder to implement.

The use of Web Services technology allow a standardized communication between 
the various actors involved in the architecture, fulfilling various requirements. Even 
though the Web Services is a relative new technology, currently its supported by a high 
number of devices, even having APIs to allow it to be used by mobile services [2], taking 
into considerations the limitation of mobile devices, another important requirement for the 
middleware.

Similarly, in order to avoid the limitations of the mobile devices, the most time and 
energy consuming processing are done in the architecture. Even though these devices had 
evolve from simple cellphones to devices with capabilities found before only in personal 
computers, as WIFI connections and high storage devices, energy and processing power 
are still important issues when compared to regular computers. Almost all the necessary 
processing for the execution of the services (as the dealing with geographic content, users 
and service providers management, privacy protection, etc) is done in the architecture. The 
mobile devices should basically invoke the services and consume the services response 
data through the architecture.

In order to manage the different contents and the formats that they are available, 
the module Content Provider Proxy will act as an abstraction layer, providing the content 
in a single and transparent way to the modules and service providers. Instead of a module 
or service provider request the content directly to one of the content providers, they will 
request the content to the Content Provider Proxy. All the data is modelled in a standardized 
way, transforming the data in the format desired by the users/service providers from/to the 
one provided by the Geographic Content providers. This module will handle the request, 
gathering the content in which fits more from the Content Providers and returning the 
content in the desired format to the requester.

The middleware have a special module to protect the privacy of its users, the Privacy 
Protection Reasoner module. This module is responsible to define the granularity of the 
location of its users that shall be available to the service providers. In order to accomplish 
this, the module receive the level of privacy protection desired by an user, the landscape 
data of the users actual location and compute a cloak, i.e. an area large enough to cover 
where the user is in which his privacy preferences are satisfied. This allows the execution of 
the service without any privacy problems for the user.

Since in this middleware the user himself provide his location, abstracting the way 
that the positions and locations are gathered, the requirement of ”mobility awarness” is 
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automatically satisfied. Even though this do not match some real world situations, like when 
the location is gathered from a cellphone network, it’s enough to as a proof of concept of the 
functionalities of the architecture and this situation can be accomplished in the real world, 
as if the user have a device with a GPS or other location tracking mechanism.

Owing to the fact that the middleware is designed based on modules that interact 
between themselves, they can run in parallel on different servers, enabling a multitude of LBS 
users and providers, constantly updating their profiles and performing operations in parallel. 
Since this requirement depends a lot on how the implementation of the middleware is done, 
is necessary experimental evaluations in order to assure that the requirement is fulfilled. 
After this evaluation, some modifications can be done in order to allow the middleware to 
support a high numbers of subscribers and service providers without decreasing the quality 
of the available services.

The middleware have a module, Content Provider Proxy, that deal with the 
complexity of the geographical data needed by LBS. The module, using a standardized and 
rich language, allow flexible data requests. This makes possible the gathering of simple 
geographical information, as a point in the space, or complex, as streets and buildings. Also, 
the LBS usually execute their services not with the exact location of the user, but with an 
area where the user is according to his privacy preferences. This permits the execution of 
the service, but protecting the user privacy.

The module Subscription Manager, together with the User Profile Repository, 
manage users and services. The User Profile Manager keep all the data, as login and 
billing information, necessary to deal with the accounting of the users. At the same time, the 
Subscription Manager manage a log with all the interactions with the services providers, and 
control the execution of the other modules of the architecture. This mechanism permit this 
information to be used on business and to control the use of the middleware.

There are two main points in the security functions required by the middleware: secure 
managing of data and secure communication. The first point relates with the data belonging 
to the users, service providers and geographical content. The module Subscription Manager 
deals with the authentication and access control of users and service providers, safely storing 
their data in the User Profile Module and in the Subscription Manager itself, respectively. In 
the same way, the module Content Provider Proxy safely manage the content provided by 
it. Meanwhile, the communications are all performed using secure channels, implemented 
as Web Services. Owing to the fact that security in Web Services and LBS is such complex 
area, this topic is not focused here, creating opportunity from further research.

In conclusion, the middleware requirements are all fulfilled taking in considerations 
the architecture goals and characteristics. The main characteristic focused in this work is 
the privacy protection mechanism and the requirements imposed by it. Is important to stress 
that some questions are still open, in which create opportunities for further research but 
impose problems for the wide spread of LBS. The table 1 summarize the requirements and 
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how they are fulfilled by which modules and technologies adopted.

Disconnected operations asynchronous Web Services
High availability Web Services, architecture composed by modules
Changes in the network topology any topology that supports Web Services
Heterogeneous communication 
channels

restricted to notification channels that can be 
deployed over Web Services

Limitations of mobile devices Web Services, main processing in the architecture
Manage content in diverse formats Content Provider Proxy module provide the content 

in a standard transparent way
Privacy for users Privacy Protection reasoner module guarantee a 

high protection of privacy
Mobility awareness automatically satisfied since the user deals with the 

location gathering
High number of users and services architecture composed by modules, but a practical 

evaluation is needed
Approximate subscriptions and events Content Provider Proxy have a flexible and 

standardized language for requests
Accounting functions the modules Subscription Manager and User 

Profile Repository manage the services and users, 
respectively

Security functions the modules Subscription Manager, User Profile 
Repository and Content Provider Proxy safely store 
all their data, and the communications are performed 
using secure Web Services

Table 1: Requirements fulfilment summary

5.2 MY MIDDLEWARE CHARACTERISTICS
To provide a conceptualization of the middleware developed in this work, its 

necessary the analysis of its characteristics according to the ones discussed in the section 
2.3. This define the types of applications supported by the middleware, i.e. the ones which 
need the characteristics supported. Even though the middleware in this project tries to be a 
general-purpose middleware, some restrictions should be made according to the constraints 
imposed by the project, in details in the following.

The system basic interaction type support only the Push-based applications, i.e. the 
ones where the user initiate the requests. There are further plans to also allow Pull-based 
interactions, and the architecture was designed in order to allow an easy adaptation to it, 
but they are let for further research.

The users have direct profiles build during the subscription phase. Even though this 
option can raise some privacy issues, since the middleware acts as a trusted party in the 
system the privacy problems do not occur. It keep any information necessary to maintain the 
interaction with the architecture, such privacy preferences and billing information, but the 
only information focused here are the first ones.

The profile information also is available at the architecture, gathered during the 
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subscription and kept in user profile. This approach have the disadvantage of a lower control 
over the user information, but since this middleware acts as a trusted party, this issue is 
overcomed. This allow a fine-grained control over the user data and have lower requests 
payloads, helping to avoid the mobile devices limitations.

According to the categorization presented in the section 2.3, the possible interaction 
scenarios vary according to the nature of the necessary location information, dynamic or 
static. In this architecture, the users provide their location information, no mattering the 
way that the location is obtained. Due to this fact, the location information is gathered only 
when its necessary, so the location information can be gathered in a dynamic or static 
way. Therefore, the middleware support the four interactions scenarios (stationary requester 
and provider; mobile requester and stationary provider; stationary requester and mobile 
provider; stationary requester and mobile provider).

All the location information come from the user in a transparent way to the 
architecture. This can be done through location receivers connected in the user device (as 
GPS receivers) or provided by a third-party service. This keep the logic of the architecture 
simpler and moves the responsability of the gathering of location information and the 
managing of its quality to the users, but limit the way that the user gather his location. For 
detailed information about positioning and location methods, consult [4].

In conclusion, usually LBS do not use only location information to provide services, 
but also information related to the actual position of the users, as nearby points-of-interest, 
etc. This middleware have a module, the Content Manager Proxy, dedicate to deal with this 
aspects. It deals with the complexity and functionalities of the different services available, 
avoiding possible limitations for the service providers. This module is detailed n the further 
sections.

5.3 MY MIDDLEWARE ARCHITECTURE
The middleware design was made taking into considerations the characteristics of 

LBS, focussing in the mechanism to protect the privacy of its users and the requirements 
imposed by this technology. Even though the aim of the middleware is be as general as 
possible, regarding the types of LBS applications supported, some restrictions were made 
in order to keep it consistent with the requirements while keeping it functional and simple.

The middleware is basically an architecture composed by modules which interact 
using Web Services in order to execute services requested by users and provided by service 
providers. Provided that this system is a middleware, the users and service providers 
interact with the architecture through an API, available as Web Services in this case. The 
overall architecture is showed in the picture 5 and the main components are described in 
the following sections.
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Figure 5: LBS overall architecture.

The modules are described in a concise way, showing their main functionalities and 
allowing them to be further extended. Therefore, some modules are more focused than 
others, but all the main characteristics are outlined. They were designed according to the 
requirements presented before and a summary showing the fulfilment of each requirement 
is presented in the end of the section.

5.3.1 User
The user represent any person (or other entity) willing to execute one service, but in 

the same time not disposed to have his privacy threaten. Since its only possible to interact 
with a middleware using a computational device, in this case a mobile device, the user 
and the mobile devices are treated as one single entity, but named in different ways in two 
different circumstances: called user, when dealing with a person that have his personal 
data and want his privacy to be protected; called mobile devices, when dealing with a 
computational device with capabilities to communicate electronically with the middleware. 
In this section, since only the aspects of communication are discussed, the term user apply 
for the mobile device. Furthermore, this entity is not really situated inside in the architecture, 
but since it uses the middleware services it is described here in order to help to understand 
his interaction with the middleware.

An user interact with the middleware through the use of an API available as Web 
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Services. To start the interaction, the user send a subscription to the module Subscription 
Manager, informing his location and the service that he wants to invoke. Transparently to 
the user, the middleware execute the subscription and return the service results to the user. 
Owing to the fact that this communication is done asynchronously, the user can perform 
other actions while waiting for the answer of the subscription.

The result send to the user is treated in a general way, allowing it to vary and be 
suited to a wide range of LBS applications. This is necessary, as seen in the section 2.4.

5.3.2 Subscription Manager
The Subscription Manager is the central component of the architecture, responsible 

for treating the subscriptions sent by the users and perform the necessary tasks to execute 
these subscriptions. Different from other modules that have capabilities related to specific 
tasks, as protect the privacy of the users or provide geographic content, the Subscription 
Manager main function is to invoke the others modules in the proper order to execute a 
subscription. In addition to this task, the module also deals with functions more related to 
the managing of the architecture, as accounting and security.

The Subscription Manager perform a series of steps in order to execute a subscription. 
First, the module perform the needed security functions, as the user authentication and 
access control. Second, the subscription if added to a schedule queue, so the module 
can execute the subscription while deal with other subscriptions. Next, the module record 
the subscription data to be used in accounting or other security-related functions. Them, 
the module query the Privacy Protection Reasoner to create a cloak to the user location 
information and, after that, the cloaked location is send to the service provider. Finally, the 
response from the service provider is forwarded to the user.

Since there is the need for an asynchronous communication between the user and 
the platform, the subscription model should fulfil this requirement. A model that fulfil this 
requirement is the Publish-Subscribe, usually adopted by Context-aware architectures, as 
[21]. This model forces the use of frameworks when developing softwares (a minor penalty 
in this case, given the novelty and complexity of LBS applications) but create a decoupling 
between the users and the architecture.

When using the Publish-Subscribe model, a middleware need to define a language 
for the subscriptions. A common approach is the use of languages based on standards 
as Extensible Markup Language (XML) , Resource Description Framework (RDF) or Web 
Ontology Language (OWL), since they provide a good level of interoperability. However,in 
order to avoid the mobile devices to have to deal with complex languages, a simpler model 
is adopted where the user only defines his login information, the desired service and his 
location:
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User: login password
Service: service
Location: latitude longitude
Immediately after the module receives a subscription, it’s added to a priority queue 

where each subscription have an associated priority. The scheduling algorithm them 
execute the subscriptions with higher priorities, switching to the others in order to provide a 
good throughput and response time, and at the same time avoiding the starvation of other 
subscriptions.

Besides that functions, the Subscription Manager also have to deal with the 
accounting of users and services. This function is necessary for the business that would 
use LBS, as to charge users, control the content and service providers and control the 
architecture resources. This control (that can be done using logs) also help to increase 
the privacy and security functions, since the interactions with the architecture are logged, 
providing a way to verify the entities involved in a privacy or security break.

Since location can be such sensible information, security should be reinforced 
on a LBS architecture. The Subscription manager module implement the mechanisms 
for authentication, access control and cryptography of the exchange data taking into 
considerations the peculiar characteristics of LBS architectures. Since security in LBS is 
such a complex task and cannot be faced in a brief discussion, this is not focused here, but 
further information can be found in [29] and [30].

5.3.3 User Profile Repository
The User Profile Repository is the module where the architecture keep all the 

information about the users. Different from other modules specialized on execute tasks, this 
module main function is to supply the other modules with the information of the users. This 
information can vary from login to billing information, but the one focused in this work is the 
one used to control the privacy of its users, the Privacy Policies.

Privacy Policies are a set of rules where the user define how his personal data 
can be released. They are modelled using a machine-readable language so, before each 
information release, the architecture automatically checks if this information can be released. 
In this architecture, the policies are used to define the rules in which the location of the users 
is released, and they have the form:

〈service;conditions;actioni〉
Meaning that, for the service identified by service and executed under the conditions 

the action indicated by action is performed. The service clause is the identifier of the service 
being invoked, used in the same way as the user invoke the service provider. The conditions 
clauses can be combined in any way to constraint the release of information and can be:

• Time: period of hours.
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• Date: period of days.

• Location: area where the user should be located.

Given that there are many types of conditions, the requests can be set-up to cover 
many situations and provide a fine-grained privacy protection. For each of these situations, 
the architecture execute one of the following action:

• Allow the release with X% of accuracy: the location will be released with a cloak 
size in which there is X% that the requester can successfully ”guess” the right 
location. 100% means that the location will be release with no cloak and 0% 
means that the location will not be released at all.

• Ask user: even though is desirable to the LBS to work without prompting the 
user, the user can be notified and asked for confirmation if this location can be 
available to some services.

With privacy rules it’s also possible to use Regular Expressions to cover more them 
one situation. They are checked in the order in which they appear, allowing the creation 
of simple rules at the same time that hey assure the fine-grained control over the users 
privacy. This is useful in case of extreme situations, like emergencies, where the users is 
more willing to allow the release of his information. Follow an example where the location 
information can be released to the service ”Foo”, between 9:00 to 12:00, with the 60% of 
probability, and is denied to any other service:

〈Foo;9 : 00 − 12 : 00;60%〉
〈*;*; 0%〉

On top of that, for each service that can be more them one rule, so the release of 
information for the service can be automatically negotiate with the user. If the first rule does 
not fits the service provider specification, the user can set-up a rule in which he is asked if 
the released can be done. The Privacy Policy of the last example can be modified in a way 
that, if 60% of accuracy is not enough to the service provider ”Foo”, the user is asked for 
confirmation of the release:

〈Foo;9 : 00 − 12 : 00;60%〉
〈Foo;9 : 00 − 12 : 00;ask〉 

〈*;*; 0%〉
This type of privacy policy allow the users to create rules in which can deal with 

the release of location information, taking into consideration who can access his location 
information, according to the sensibility to the place where he is located and in which 
situation the user is. The next section show how the Privacy Polices are used to release the 
location information by the Privacy Protection Reasoner.

What’s more, the User Repository keep any information necessary for the user to 
use the middleware. Security information, as login and password, is a basic need in order 
to implement security mechanism in the architecture. Billing information is need as well, 
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to allow business to run on top of the middleware or to pay for the use of some Service 
Providers and Content Providers. To sum up, all this other information is need to be kept it 
this module to allow the execution of the services.

5.3.4 Privacy Protection Reasoner
The Privacy Protection Reasoner is the module responsible to define in which way the 

location of its users is released under a desired level of privacy protection. It received from 
the Subscription Manager the user privacy preferences and location and, communicating 
with the Content Provider Proxy, it creates a cloak to the user location. This cloak provides 
an area where the user is instead of releasing the exact location. The module get from the 
Content Provider Proxy landscape information from where the user is, computing with the 
constraints imposed by the landscape and with the user privacy preferences, the size of 
the cloak. In order to show this computation is done it’s necessary to understand the logic 
behind the reasoning of location privacy.

We considered Data anonymization as a two players game between the potential 
attacker and the anonymizer, each pursuing his own goal. A prototypical case of data 
anonymization is location anonymization; here the anonymizer, we will call Bob, protecting 
the location of a user, we will call Alice, by providing to the potential attacker, from now on 
called Charlie, some suitably perturbed data, so as to reduce the association of the user to 
a location. However, as already note in [14] and [20], if Charlie knows the landscape is not 
neutral, so that some user locations are more likely than others (e.g. due to barriers which 
constrain the user movements or for the propensity of the user to stay more on specific 
places, such as her home or her working place), then he could perform some inferences 
over the data provided by Bob and lower substantially the anonymity level. A second issue 
to consider [20] - even in a uniform location probability landscape - is that the violation 
of location privacy can be less or more harmful to the user, depending on the sensitivity 
of a specific location from the users perspective, and can be less or more profitable to 
an attacker, depending on the attackers preferences (often the loss taken by the user is 
proportional to the gain obtained by the attacker).

Hence, in general, an anonymizer needs to take into account possible attacks to the 
anonymized data, based on both kind of context related information (the location probability 
landscape and the harm/profitability landscape); the goal of the anonymizer, is minimizing 
the expected loss to the user, the goal of the attacker will be maximizing his own expected 
profit. To this aim each player will have the availability of a number of different moves (or 
pure strategies).

However the outcome of the game for each participant will depend not only on his 
own choices, but also on the choices of the other player. A player will take a decision based 
also on his believes about what the other players move will be, and taking into account 
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what the other player thinks he will do, and so on. This sort of circular interdependence, 
which for fully rational players brings to an infinite loop, brings the play of cloaking into the 
territory of Game Theory. If there is a solution it will have to jointly satisfy both players in 
terms of pay-off. Each strategy pair will correspond to a pair of pay-offs to the two players, 
a specific pair will be considered a solution to the game if non of the players could gain 
benefit by leaving that behaviour unilaterally: this solution concept is due to John Nash, and 
a pair of pure strategies satisfying this condition is called a Nash equilibrium. Depending 
on the game there can be one or more than one Nash equilibrium solutions, there can even 
be no solution in pure strategies, in which case a unique Nash equilibrium is granted to 
exist in mixed strategies: the solution will consist in a suitable randomization among the 
available pure strategies and will be characterized in a probability distribution over pure 
strategies. In the cases where the loss suffered upon a successful attack is equal to the pay-
off obtained by the attacker, one speaks of zero-sum games, and the players pay-offs can 
be represented by a single function which one player tries to minimize and the other player 
to maximize. In those games the solution found by Nash is the same as the solution found 
earlier by Borel [1], Morgenstern and von Neumann [27], the so called min-max solution: 
a saddle point of the pay-off function will corresponds to the minimization of one players 
loss and to the maximization of the other players gain; if there are different solutions they 
correspond to the same pay-off value, whereas if there are no solutions in pure strategies a 
single solution is guaranteed to exist in mixed strategies.

The work [20] has framed the problem of data anonymization into the field of game 
theory by using one of the possible communication scenarios, - we will call ABC, after the 
initials of the agents and the order the act - where the user Alice act first, asking personalized 
location related information to Charlie, through the intermediation of the trusted party Bob 
that send the request along with a cloak to Charlie, who in turn can then deliver an attack. 
The game between Bob and Charlie was modelled - for simplicity in just one dimension as a 
two-player zero-sum signalling game (a game with incomplete information for one of the two 
players, where the uninformed player moves first) and the corresponding equilibrium was 
characterized. It was found that the game does not have an equilibrium in pure strategies 
and the solution in mixed strategies was worked out. It came out that when Bob plays the 
equilibrium strategy the advantage provided to Charlie by the non-neutral landscape gets 
cancelled: the equilibrium strategy of the attacker consists in attacking uniformly randomly 
over the cloak and the expected loss to Alice (the expected gain to Charlie) is controlled 
uniquely by the size of the cloak.

Equally, in the case of this work where Alice, Bob and Charlie represents an user, the 
middleware and service provider (trying to break the user privacy), this method achieve to 
protect the user privacy. This is achieved not only in the cases where the service provider 
is trustful, but also when it’s not and threat the user privacy. Consequently, the middleware 
provide a method in which not only keep the user’s privacy, but also permit the execution of 
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the services which need the location information of its users.

5.3.5 Content Provider Proxy
The Content Provider Proxy acts as an abstraction layer between the Content 

Providers and any entity, as modules or services providers, that need to access geographic 
content. This content is initially available by the Content Providers, but given that they are 
provided in several ways, this module provide a single and standardized way to access this 
data. Therefore, any entity which need to access this data use this module as a simpler way 
to get the content.

There are many on-line services which provides geographic content in several 
different ways. There are free services, as Yahoo Maps [11], that provide APIs to various 
programming languages where a developer can use to create services which need access 
to geographic content. Others, like GeoNames [5], have on-line databases of geographic 
content, as street names, available to be used by any service provider. In addition to free 
services, some services as Google Maps [6] have advanced features available only to the 
users who pay for the service. The Content Provider proxy deals with the sending of the 
user billing information and the charging for the content accessed. This myriad of content 
providers allows various contents to be used by service provides, but increase the complexity 
as each service has his way to provide the content. The Content Provider Proxy solves this 
problem making available a single access point to all the content in a standardized way.

The content is accessed in the Content Provider Proxy module through the use of the 
Geography Markup Language (GML) [34]. This is a XML-based language developed by the 
Open Geospatial Consortium [9] and used to the inter exchange of geographical features. 
Since it’s based on XML schemas, it’s possible to connect various existing geographical 
databases, that can have their relational structure define ans XML. For example, a coordinate 
is represented in GML as:

<gml:Point gml:id=”p21” srsName=”urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:6.6:4326”>
<gml:coordinates>34.56, 87.65</gml:coordinates>

</gml:Point>

In addition to simple point coordinates, GML can represent high level elements, as 
roads and rivers. A building can be represented as:

<abc:Building gml:id=”UnibzMainBuilding”>
<gml:name>Free University of Bozen - Bolzano</gml:name>
<abc:height>60</abc:height>
<abc:position>
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<gml:Point>
<gml:coordinates>46.49,11.35</gml:coordinates>

</gml:Point>
</abc:position>
<app:extent>

<gml:Polygon>
<gml:exterior>

<gml:LinearRing>
<gml:coordinates>46.49,11.35</gml:coordinates>

</gml:LinearRing>
</gml:exterior>

</gml:Polygon>
</app:extent>

</abc:Building>
<abc:Building gml:id=”UnibzMainBuilding”>

<abc:position xlink:type=”Simple” xlink:href=”#p21”/>
</abc:Building>
<abc:SurveyMonument gml:id=”g234”>

<abc:position>
<gml:Point gml:id=”p21”>

<gml:coordinates>46.49,11.35</gml:coordinates>
</gml:Point>

</abc:position>
</abc:SurveyMonument>

The use of GML in the interface of the Content Provider Proxy enable the modeling 
of geographical data in a general and standardize way, integrating all forms of geographical 
information.

In addition to the functionality of providing access in a standardized way to other 
modules, the Content Provider Proxy also have others functions aimed to provide a better 
service to its users. Since the module is the single point of gathering of content, it also use 
caching in order to improve the middleware performance. Owing to the fact that the Content 
Providers are accessed mainly over the Internet, the module keep a copy of the content 
available to its users. Basically, the cache is updated in the case of request for content that 
is not already in the cache, or to check if the content actually in the cache is up-todate. 
Since the module is independent of the other modules, other schemas of caching can be 
implemented and tested in futher research.

The Content Provider Proxy interact with the Content Providers, The Subscription 
Manager, Privacy Protection Reasoner and the Service Providers. The Subscription Manager 
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always request the area which comprises the actual location of an user and the cloak, in 
order to send together with a service request to a Service Provider. The Privacy Protection 
Reasoner interact with the module in order to calculate the cloak, requesting information 
about the landscape where the user is. As explained before, the Content Provider Proxy 
communicate with the Content Providers performing queries of geographical content. The 
interaction with the Service Provider is optional, owing to the fact that they can get the 
content directly with the Content Providers. All the interactions between the modules is 
explained in details in the section 5.4

5.3.6 Content Providers
The Content Providers are the entities recognisable in the supplying of geographical 

information related to an user location. Usually, LBS Services Providers don’t perform they 
services based purely on the user location, but they also need other data related to where 
the user is and what he is trying to accomplish. What’s more, geographical information is a 
complex data, with high complexity and that needs special infrastructure, as GIS databases 
and access ways. For these reason they need special entities, the Content Providers, to 
deal with this complexity. Not really from the architecture, just described here to understand 
the execution of the middleware.

The Content Providers can make information available in various ways, from dynamic 
content accessed through an API to a static data available in a website. Services as Google 
Maps cite and Yahoo! Maps cite have public APIs with varying functions and possibilities 
of use. The Geonames project cite keep a database of geographical information available 
in their websites, free for use by developers. Some Content Providers charge for their 
services, depending on the content required, or need a previous registration before the use. 
These singularities make each Content Provider a different entity to be used in different way.

The Content Providers are accessed by the Content Provider Proxy for the gathering 
of content. The Content Provider Proxy query the Content Providers, getting the necessary 
information for the execution of a given service. They are not accessed only when needed 
but also to populate the the Content Provider Proxy caching system. But this module is not 
accessed only by the Content Provider Proxy.

The Services Providers can access the Content Provider directly, instead from the 
Content Provider Proxy, for some reasons. One of the reasons is the fact that an attacker 
posing as a Service Provider may not want the middleware to know what kind of information 
related to the user location the attacker needs. This decreases the amount of information 
related to an attack to the user is available to the platform. Another reason is that a Service 
Provider can have a private Content Provider, not available to other entities. For these 
reasons, even though is not expected, the Content Providers can allow access to these 
entities.
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5.3.7 Service Providers
The Services Providers are the entities responsible for supplying LBS services to 

the users of the platform. They act in the end of the LBS supply chain, providing services 
requested by the users, intermediated by the middleware. Usually, these services providers 
just use this location to provide the services to the users, but they can also use it to threat 
the users privacy. The Service Providers are not situated inside in the architecture, but 
since it provide services to the middleware users, it is described here in order to help to 
understand his interaction with the middleware.

The Services Providers interact with the middleware in two ways: through the 
supplying of service to the users of the platform and through the use of the content provided 
by the Content Provider Proxy. In the first way, the Service Providers receive the service 
request, execute a specific LBS service and return the response to the platform, that forward 
this response to the user which requested the service. The user doesn’t request the service 
directly, but request it through the platform, that receive the user location, cloak it and them 
forward it to the Service Provider. The other way to interact with the middleware is through 
the gathering of content from the Content Provider Proxy. Since the Service Providers need 
geographical content, they can get this data from the Content Provider Proxy module or 
contact directly some Content provider.

By definition, the Service Providers need to gather geographical content in order to 
perform a service to an user. The main type of information needed is the user location, but 
usually a Service Provider also need information related to the user location, as nearby 
Points of Interest (POI). Examples of Service Providers are Tomtom, which use traffic and 
weather information related to the user location, and Loopt, that use the user location to get 
nearby friends and interesting paces (in details in the section 2.4). On the other hand, there 
is no guarantee that a Service Provider use the user location only to perform the requested 
service. They can perform a service to an user but also use the location information in 
unexpected ways.

Attackers can pose as Services Providers and use the location available of an user 
to threat his privacy. Given that all Service Providers are entities external to the architecture 
and don’t have a trust relationship with the middleware, they cannot be assumed that they 
use the users location only to perform a service. Location information can be used to a wide 
range other acts, from annoying unwanted advertisements spread by spammers to physical 
harm done by people with different political views or lifestyles. To avoid this problem, the 
middleware doesn’t send the exact same location that the user send to the middleware, 
but a cloaked one. The privacy protection mechanism assume that they can threat the 
user privacy, but since they provide some desired service, the information is send in a 
way to achieve both aims: execute the service and protect the user privacy. This approach 
guarantee that the service is executed without creating threats to the privacy of the user.
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Given that the location send to the Services Providers is not a exact point in the 
space, but an area, sometimes this can lead to problems in the execution of the service. 
Some Service Providers may need a more precise location or they are unable to operate. 
In this case, a Service Provider can resend the request for location and, if the user have 
a secondary rule in his Privacy Policy, he can be asked to allow a location with a smaller 
cloak. This can be used in cases where the user trust more in a specific Service Provider or 
have a urgent need to execute this service in that moment. This strategy allow the execution 
of the service without creating a threat to the user privacy.

5.4 MY MIDDLEWARE OPERATION
The execution of a LBS by an user follows a specific order of interactions between 

the modules in the architecture. For the user, Content Providers and Service Providers, 
the interactions between the modules are transparent, i.e. they are only aware of their 
interactions with the architecture. For example, when an user request a service to a LBS, 
he don’t know which Content Providers provide the geographical content needed for the 
execution of the service. The iteration schema, seen in the figure 6, is regard an user 
invoking a LBS and follow the steps:

1. The User request a Service Provider sending a subscription to the middleware 
(the Subscription Manager receives the subscription), informing his login 
information, the desired Service Provider and his location.

2. The Subscription Manager request the user profile to the User ProfileRepository, 
sending his login information.

3. After the User Profile Repository successfully authenticate the user, hereturn the 
user profile to the Subscription Manager.

4. With the user privacy preferences get from the user profile, the Subscription 
Manager request the cloak size to the Privacy Protection Reasoner, sending the 
user location and privacy policy.

5. The Privacy Protection Reasoner request information about the 
landscapesurrounding the user location to the Content Provider Proxy, as 
streets and buildings.

6. The Content Provider Proxy returns the requested information to thePrivacy 
Protection Reasoner.

7. With the privacy preferences and the landscape information, the PrivacyProtection 
reasoner compute the size of the cloak and send it to the Subscription Manager

8. Them, the Subscription Manager request a map with the characteristicsof the 
cloak to the Content Provider Proxy, in order to be send to the Service Provider.

9. The Content Provider Proxy return a map with the given characteristicsto the 
Subscription Manager

10. The Subscription Manager send this map, instead of the user exact location, to 
protect the user privacy, invoking the desired Service Provider.

11. The Service Provider execute his service and send a service response tothe 
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Subscription Manager.

12. The Subscription Manager forward the service response to the user whichhave 
requested the service.

Figure 6: Middleware operation

The execution don’t take into consideration the interactions between the Service 
Providers, the Content Providers and the Content Providers Proxy. The Service Providers 
can interact with these other entities in order to gather content to provide the desired service. 
This happens specially when a Service Provider is an attacker that perform inferences to 
threat the user privacy. In this case, the Service Provider may gather content directly from 
the Content Providers, avoiding in this way to make the middleware aware of the information 
that the attacker is using to infer the user location. All these interactions can happen in 
parallel to any of the interactions between the modules in the architecture.

5.5 KEY STUDY
Key study using real world data about cars insurance’s (check with the presentation) 

one example where the guy is bad, other where he is good usar imagens de bolzano do 
google earth
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION
While some computer applications help us to perform tasks in an easier and 

better way, some amaze us with the possibility to do unimaginable things before. The 
development of mobile devices and wireless networks allow the appearance of one of this 
kind of application, the Location-Based Services. It not only allows the devices to wirelessly 
communicate with others, but also to be aware of the surrounding objects and provide 
functionalities that use this information. Location-Based Services certainly change the way 
that daily tasks are performed.

This work was the initial proposal for the middleware. This proposal include the model 
of interaction between the architecture, users, service providers and content providers, 
in addition to the modules which constitute the architecture itself. Every module have its 
special functionalities that aim to satisfy all the requirements imposed by LBS applications 
and studied in the first chapters. These requirements fulfilment and the architecture design 
were specially approached in order to support the protection of the users privacy from 
inference attacks. This characteristic secure their interactions with the LBS and distinguish 
the middleware from regular solutions.

FUTURE WORKS
Due to the fact that LBS are a complex area, it’s impossible in a single work to 

cover all aspects involved in this field. Some points were not deliberately deeply studied 
here, constituting some subjects for futher research. The subscription language user by the 
Subscription Manager, even though is suitable to the current needs, can be extended to 
allow different types of interactions with the middleware. The Privacy Protection Reasoner 
should be implemented in order to provided a concrete software where the privacy protection 
can be tested. Also, the underlying security mechanism needed by LBS systems constitute 
a wide research area. These facts open the opportunity for futher research in some points.

In addition, some LBS services and applications can be created in order to test 
the various aspects of the middleware. After the development of the Privacy Protection 
Reasoner, the middleware can be tested with real-world data, checking the level of privacy-
protection provided by this approach. Also, tenting the Content Provider Proxy will allow the 
definition of better-suited caching algorithms. These applications will also serve to check 
the speed in which the applications can run on the middleware, identifying bottle-necks and 
possible changes in the technology.
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